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Small cetaceans face persistent threats from fisheries interactions, making effective
mitigation a priority for conservation. In southwest Florida, interactions come primarily
from small-scale recreational hook and line and trap/pot fisheries, with regional stranding
network partners working with federal agency managers to assess and intervene
as possible in cases of live animal entanglement. Evaluating success of intervention
cases is difficult due to financial and logistical constraints which may preclude detailed
follow-up monitoring. Survival over the initial 6 weeks post-release has been used
as a marker of short-term success for small-cetacean rescue and/or rehabilitation
cases. Early intervention prior to stranding, especially via remote disentanglement or
rescue and immediate re-release onsite, can save entangled free-ranging dolphins
facing life-threatening anthropogenic injuries. However, given the costs associated with
interventions, it is important to understand the benefits of these endeavors not only
to save individuals, but also to establish if and how saved individuals contribute to
social functioning, survival and reproduction within small, resident populations facing
multiple concurrent threats. Here we provide evidence from 27 well-documented
common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) intervention cases during 1985–
2019 where follow-up monitoring over multiple years sheds light on the longer-term
success of these efforts and potential benefits to local populations. Nearly all rescued
individuals (92%) survived longer than 6 weeks post-release (mean minimum survival
period = 5 years, range 0–35 years), with 13 still observed frequently within their
prior resident communities, in good physical health, and engaging in normal behavior.
Survivorship rates did not decline substantially between 1 and 5 years post-rescue,
meaning survival beyond 1 year may be a useful benchmark of long-term success.
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Rescued females that reached reproductive maturity (n = 4) have produced 12
post-intervention offspring to date. Social network analysis and demographic modeling
applied to cases from the long-term resident community in Sarasota Bay confirmed
that animals maintain social connections post-intervention and that interventions
result in higher population growth rates. While not every intervention succeeds, this
study demonstrates the conservation value of pre-stranding interventions which allow
individuals that otherwise would be lost to remain viable and productive members of
local populations when prevention of anthropogenic injury is not possible.

Keywords: entanglement, rescue, rehabilitation, bottlenose dolphin, population modeling, case evaluation,
anthropogenic injury, Tursiops

INTRODUCTION

Small cetaceans around the world, particularly those found
inshore and along the coast, are subject to increasing levels of
human impact within their habitats (Notarbartolo di Sciara et al.,
2016; de Vere et al., 2018). Animals face risks of injury from both
direct interactions with potentially dangerous human activities,
such as boating and fishing, as well as indirect interactions with
discarded fishing gear and other types of marine debris (see
for example, Laist, 1997; Read et al., 2006; Baulch and Perry,
2014; de Vere et al., 2018; Nichol et al., 2020). Despite efforts
to minimize interactions and mitigate impacts, entanglement
in fishing gear remains a major threat to many species, often
resulting in unsustainable levels of mortality within localized
populations (Read, 2008; Reeves et al., 2013; Hamilton and Baker,
2019). When possible, intervention efforts, including rescues and
rehabilitation, may be undertaken to help individuals survive
human-related injuries to which they may otherwise succumb.
However, rescues are costly, logistically complicated, and have
no guarantee of success (Wells et al., 2013). Rehabilitation
is extremely expensive, time consuming, and fraught with
complications due to the potential need to transport animals
long distances or treat and care for injured individuals over
long time periods before they can be released back into their
original habitat (if their original habitat is known) (Moore et al.,
2007). Additionally, there is the possibility that rehabilitated
animals may become habituated to humans or they can develop
secondary health issues related to long-term care, which can
impact releasability (Moore et al., 2007; Wells et al., 2013).
The logistical challenges and uncertainties associated with these
efforts, coupled with limited financial and human resources
available to devote to conservation (Parsons et al., 2015), raise a
big question in terms of taking action to mitigate anthropogenic
injuries – Are interventions really worth the trouble?

To answer this question, it is useful to step back to consider
that the ultimate goal of intervention is for animals to remain
in or return to wild populations to survive and reproduce. This
goal has two complementary objectives. First, from an animal
welfare perspective, interventions should help individuals survive
and heal from life-threatening human-caused injuries. Second,
from a conservation or population management perspective,
animals that otherwise may have been lost should instead
remain functioning members of local populations, contributing

to population stability in the face of many concurrent and
cumulative threats.

With this goal and objectives in mind, evaluating whether
intervention efforts are ultimately successful is particularly
important to better understand long-term outcomes. These data
are critical to help managers and conservation practitioners
make decisions and prioritize effective actions for populations
at risk. For marine mammals in the United States, the risks
and benefits of rehabilitation have been discussed at length
in order to facilitate more effective decision-making toward
multiple, sometimes conflicting, management needs (e.g., Moore
et al., 2007). Unfortunately, for small cetaceans, follow-up
monitoring after rescue, rehabilitation, and release is typically
limited to a short time period during which either direct
observations or remote tracking data are available (Wells et al.,
2013). Therefore, the long-term outcomes of most cases remain
unknown. However, evaluation of post-intervention survival
for 10 species of odontocete cetaceans indicated that surviving
more than 6 weeks post-release could be a useful benchmark
for success, because survival rates did not decline substantially
after this period (Wells et al., 2013). Additional indicators,
such as animals exhibiting typical ranging patterns, habitat
use, and social interactions for their species, without signs of
abnormal behavior, provide a more comprehensive suite of
success criteria to assess outcomes of different intervention
strategies for individuals (Wells et al., 2013).

For a few marine mammal species in the United States,
retrospective analyses of long-term intervention efforts have
provided insight into their effectiveness as tools to help
conserve endangered populations, as well as help individuals in
immediate danger. For the Hawaiian monk seal (Neomonachus
schauinslandi), a variety of opportunistic interventions aimed
at reducing mortality risks for hundreds of seals over three
decades saved individuals and provided substantial cumulative
benefits to the population (Harting et al., 2014). Survival and
reproduction of monk seals saved via intervention contributed
to an estimated 17–32% of the population as of 2012 (Harting
et al., 2014). Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris)
have also benefited from more than four decades of directed
rescue, rehabilitation, and release efforts aimed at assisting
manatees impacted by entanglements, watercraft-related injuries,
and other natural and anthropogenic threats (see for example,
Reinert et al., 2017). Evaluation of post-release outcomes has
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helped to refine best practices and identify predictors of success
to improve the ability of the overall manatee rehabilitation
program to support wild population growth (Adimey et al.,
2016). After near extirpation along the United States west
coast, sea otter (Enhydra lutris) population recovery has been
enhanced via a number of different conservation intervention
tools, with rescue and rehabilitation primarily used to care for
oiled animals or abandoned newborn pups (Estes and Tinker,
2018). Rehabilitation efforts following the Exxon Valdez oil
spill were extremely expensive and ultimately not considered
particularly effective from a conservation perspective (Estes,
1991; Williams and Williams, 1996; Estes and Tinker, 2018).
In contrast, as protocols have improved over time, rescue and
rehabilitation efforts for abandoned pups have shown much more
promise to support local populations, with likelihood of survival
and reproduction post-release now mirroring wild pups, and
reductions in abnormal behavior following the implementation
of a surrogacy program in California (Johnson and Mayer,
2015; Mayer et al., 2019). Furthermore, while the population-
level benefits of rehabilitated pups depend on local growth rates
and density dependence (Estes and Tinker, 2018), population
models showed that 55% of observed population growth over
recent decades at a restoration site was attributable to surrogate-
reared otters and their progeny (Mayer et al., 2019) and that
these additions have had a strong positive effect on population
growth rates at the site (Estes and Tinker, 2018). These efforts
have helped refine and improve the conservation impact of
interventions for sea otter populations by strategically targeting
areas to maximize impact (Estes and Tinker, 2018). Lastly, for
North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis), early detection
and successful disentanglement of high-risk cases significantly
improved survival outcomes of individuals in the first year
post-entanglement, with rescued adults ultimately approaching
the survival rates of non-entangled whales in subsequent
years (Robbins et al., 2015). However, disentanglements were
successfully performed for only 40% of North Atlantic right whale
entanglement cases (Robbins et al., 2015), meaning that other
strategies to facilitate disentanglement success (such as at-sea
sedation, Moore et al., 2010) or to prevent entanglements from
occurring in the first place (such as ropeless fishing, Myers et al.,
2019) are necessary for conservation efforts to be effective for this
species (Kraus et al., 2016).

Common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in
southwest Florida face increasing impacts from fisheries
interactions, primarily due to recreational hook and line and
trap/pot fisheries (Adimey et al., 2014). Most bay, sound, and
estuary stocks in southwest Florida are categorized by National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) as “strategic,” meaning that
human-caused mortality is likely to be significant relative to
stock size (Hays et al., 2020). Dolphin-fishery interactions in
this region are common and have resulted in many documented
injuries, with entanglement, hooking, and/or ingestion of fishing
gear often leading to lethal outcomes unless interventions
are activated (e.g., Wells et al., 1998, 2008; Powell and Wells,
2011; Christiansen et al., 2016). Trend analysis from Florida
stranding data showed significant increases in bottlenose

dolphin entanglements during 1997–2009, both in the number
of reported gear interaction cases and the proportion of gear
interactions relative to total strandings, primarily due to increases
on the Gulf coast (Adimey et al., 2014). Thus, regional stranding
network partners in this area work closely with federal agency
managers to assess and intervene as possible in cases of live
animal entanglement.

Building from the post-intervention analyses in Wells et al.
(2013), our objective here is to evaluate the longer-term success
of rescue efforts for small cetaceans, over multiple years, focusing
on well-documented inshore bottlenose dolphin cases from
southwest Florida. Specifically, we assess long-term outcomes
of the types of cases often viewed as both “most needed”
(i.e., life threatening human-related injuries from entanglement)
and “most likely to succeed” (i.e., pre-stranding interventions,
primarily without long periods of rehabilitation). Many research
and stranding network organizations operate in southwest
Florida, centered on the intensively studied resident bottlenose
dolphin community in Sarasota Bay, giving us a unique ability
to track individuals long-term to determine outcomes and assess
the ultimate likelihood of rescued animals “contributing” to the
local populations from which they originated. This assessment
provides insight into the potential broader conservation value of
interventions to prevent population decline and mitigate human
impacts in vulnerable populations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area and Case Selection
Our study area included both inshore and nearshore waters
along most of the central and southwest Florida coast in
the Gulf of Mexico, stretching approximately 250 km from
Clearwater to Marco Island (Figure 1). This geographic
area has well-established research programs and consistent
stranding network coverage over decades, and includes the
intensively studied resident bottlenose dolphin community in
Sarasota Bay, which has been monitored since 1970 and
where many of the intervention cases originated. Within
this region, we worked with stranding network partners and
others doing regular photographic identification research to
identify all confirmed common bottlenose dolphin live injury
cases from the beginning of each collaborator’s historical
records. Selected cases met the following criteria: (1) individuals
were free-swimming when injuries were reported, (2) cases
were confirmed anthropogenic injuries that could potentially
be treated via rescue operations (primarily fishing gear
entanglements), (3) injuries were deemed serious enough
(i.e., life threatening) that pre-stranding interventions were
authorized by NMFS, and (4) cases were documented with
identification photographs from direct observations to facilitate
follow-up monitoring beyond the 6 week “initial success”
criterion from Wells et al. (2013). Interventions did not
need to be successful for inclusion in the overall dataset,
but individuals did need to be observed post-intervention for
inclusion in any follow-up analyses. Most animals had both
well-documented case histories prior to intervention and some
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FIGURE 1 | Map of the overall study area showing rescue locations for pre-stranding intervention cases in Southwest Florida.

follow-up observations where their identities were confirmed via
photographic identification post-rescue. Necropsy reports were
reviewed for all cases where individuals were confirmed dead
post-rescue to determine whether the initial injury ultimately
contributed to the animal’s death. Injuries severe enough to
warrant intervention typically included one or more of the

following: (1) fluke involvement or fluke insertion wrapped
with trailing line, (2) multiple appendages wrapped with
line, multiple line entanglements, or body wrapped, causing
constriction, (3) mouth or jaw involvement with potential gear
ingestion, and (4) additional associated injuries or complications
(e.g., embedded line or muscle injuries, animals anchored in
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place or movement restricted, severe lacerations, entanglements
associated with shark bites, propeller wounds, lacaziosis lesions,
or signs of infection).

Our final collaborative regional case list included 27 dolphins
whose interventions took place during 1985–2019, with all
but two meeting the 6-week criterion for short-term success
(92.6%). Rescue operations were of three basic varieties:
(1) remote disentanglements of free-swimming or anchored
animals (n = 10), (2) temporary capture-release operations with
treatment and immediate release onsite (n = 14), and (3) rescue
captures followed by a period of human care and treatment in
rehabilitation and later release (n= 3). In three cases, individuals
were eventually rescued via capture-release operations after
initial remote disentanglement efforts were unable to clear the
animals of all life-threatening fishing gear. During our case
review, we also identified an additional 23 potentially relevant
pre-stranding entanglement or intervention cases within the
region. However, these cases were excluded from analysis because
animals either shed gear prior to authorized interventions
(n = 4), only had satellite-linked tag data available post-rescue
(n = 1), lacked clear dorsal fin photos necessary for follow-up
identification (n = 9, includes several citizen disentanglement
cases with unclear outcomes), or were being monitored for
confirmed anthropogenic injuries where interventions were not
authorized (due to injuries being deemed non-life-threatening or
animals disappearing, n= 9).

Success Criteria: Survival, Ranging,
Abnormal Behavior, and Reproduction
We evaluated outcomes for each case based on several basic
criteria indicative of success. For all cases, we assessed the
minimum survival period post-intervention by calculating the
duration between the intervention date and the most recent
observation from either official permitted research and stranding
network operations or opportunistic citizen reports confirmed
via photographs (through August 2020). For all cases where
the most recent observation was more than 1 year old and
the individual had not already been confirmed dead, we cross-
checked their dorsal fin identification photographs in the region-
wide Gulf of Mexico Dolphin Identification System (GoMDIS1)
for any evidence of animals leaving one area and going to another
or carcasses being recovered by network partners who may have
been unfamiliar with their case history.

We further calculated the proportion of cases meeting short-
term (i.e., 6 weeks) and longer-term survival benchmarks (post-
rescue survival durations greater than 1, 2, 5, and 10 years,
respectively). Calculation of survival rates greater than 1 year
post-rescue was complicated by the fact that interventions took
place as recently as 2019, so only some cases could have
reached the longer benchmarks of 2, 5, and 10 years post-
rescue. Given the truncated nature of these estimates, multi-year
survival estimates were calculated as the proportion of those cases
observed post-rescue whose rescues took place greater than X
years prior to August 2020 and had known fates as of X years
post-rescue.

1http://seamap.env.duke.edu/photoid/gomdis

For all individuals observed post-rescue (n= 25), we examined
whether the animals exhibited “typical” ranging behavior by
assessing whether they remained in the general dolphin
community range from which they were rescued. Inshore
dolphins in southwest Florida are typically year-round residents
to specific bay and estuary systems. While we ideally would
have liked to assess the fine-scale ranging patterns of each
individual based on multiple sightings over time, many of the
cases outside of Sarasota Bay did not meet minimum sighting
criteria for robust calculation of home range sizes, so we adopted
a simplified range calculation based on data available across
the region. This ranging metric was defined as the distance in
kilometers between an individual’s rescue location and their most
recent observation.

Individual observation records were examined to determine
whether there was any evidence of “abnormal” behavior by
dolphins post-rescue. Behaviors of particular interest to this
assessment included any observations of dolphins seeking
anthropogenic sources of food, such as begging or accepting
food provisioning from humans, as well as patrolling, scavenging,
or depredating from active fishing gear, since these unnatural
behaviors make it more likely for individuals to suffer subsequent
anthropogenic injuries (Christiansen et al., 2016).

Lastly, for those females who were either adults at the time of
intervention or who reached sexual maturity post-intervention
(n = 4) we reviewed their observation records to determine if
they had reproduced, and if so, how many calves they produced
post-rescue.

Social Behavior: Group Size, Number of
Associates, and Social Network Metrics
in Sarasota Bay
For dolphins within the well-studied Sarasota Bay community,
we assessed whether key aspects of their social behavior
and connectivity were altered post-rescue. Group size
and association data were collected during boat-based
photographic identification population monitoring surveys,
where individuals were identified via photographs of unique
dorsal fin characteristics. A group was defined as all individuals
within a radius of ∼100 m, moving in the same direction and
generally engaged in the same activity (Wells et al., 1987). Any
individual with at least five sightings in the year prior to injury
was included in these analyses (n = 12) and all but one were also
observed frequently during the year post-intervention.

Average group size was compared across the year prior to
injury, during injury, and the year post-rescue using a one-way
repeated measures ANOVA in SigmaStat 3.5 (Systat Software,
Inc., Chicago, IL, United States). Differences in number of
associates and social network metrics were compared in the year
prior to injury versus 1 and 2 years post-intervention following
Greenfield et al. (2020). Two-year comparisons were only made if
significant differences were found 1 year post-rescue. Association
analyses were conducted in SOCPROG 2.8 (Whitehead, 2009)
using the half-weight index (HWI) with the sampling period set
to 1 day. The overall mean HWI from all possible interactions,
including cases where individuals did not associate, was 0.03,
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and the mean HWI of all non-zero associations was 0.07. These
values were used to generate filtered social networks of preferred
associates at two levels of association strength (Whitehead, 2008;
Titcomb et al., 2015): HWI greater than twice the overall mean
(HWI > 0.06) and HWI greater than twice the non-zero mean
(HWI > 0.14). Filtered networks were used to examine changes
in social connectivity among closer associates in addition to social
integration within the overall resident dolphin community.

Individual social network metrics, including strength,
eigenvector centrality, clustering coefficient, and number of
triangles, were calculated using SOCPROG 2.8 (Whitehead,
2009) and Gephi 0.9.2 (Bastian et al., 2009). These metrics
evaluate several different aspects of direct and indirect
connectivity within the overall social network.

For social network analyses, each injured individual was
matched with a control animal from the same community and
of the same age-sex class at the time of injury, and changes
in network metrics were compared against patterns observed
by control animals to assess whether injuries disrupted social
associations (Greenfield et al., 2020). Because these data were
non-normally distributed, median differences before and after
injury were assessed using paired one-sample Wilcoxon signed
rank tests for injured and control animals separately in JMP Pro
12 (Version 12; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States).

Population Benefits: Projecting
Population Consequences of
Interventions in Sarasota Bay
To assess the population benefit of interventions, the Vortex
population model (Lacy, 2000; Lacy and Pollak, 2020) was
used to examine what would have been the impact on the
Sarasota population of bottlenose dolphins if interventions had
not occurred. The approach of modeling the population impacts,
in addition to simply summing up the number of dolphins saved,
accounts for the expected longevity and fecundity of rescued
dolphins to yield the long-term population-level consequences
of intervention.

Vortex is an individual-based simulation that projects
population trajectories from the aggregate fates of individuals
in the population. It can include uncertainty in the population
mean demographic rates, fluctuations in demographic rates over
time (“environmental variation”), and individual variation in
probabilities of breeding or dying. Random variation in the fates
of individuals (“demographic stochasticity”) is inherent in the
Vortex model, emerging from the binomial process simulated
as each individual experiences demographic events with the
specified probabilities.

Our population model started with demographic rates
that have been estimated from the intensive and consistent
monitoring of the Sarasota population from 1993 through 2019,
as described in detail in Wells et al. (in preparation) and Lacy
et al. (in preparation). For modeling the population trajectory
with the interventions that occurred, we used the model from
Lacy et al. (in preparation) that assumed that 33% of deaths
were documented from recovered carcasses (based on carcass
recovery rates in Wells et al., 2015), while the small excess in
disappearances above the number of documented deaths divided

by 0.33 was assumed to have been emigrants. Those emigrants
and the observed immigrants (mean 1.93/year) were not included
in the model of intervention consequences, so the analyses
represent the predicted population growth due to birth and death
processes in the local population. Uncertainty in demographic
parameters was included in the model by sampling for each
independent iteration of each rate from a normal distribution
with the mean and standard error of the mean estimates. Annual
demographic rates in the population model were sampled from
distributions that represent the environmental variation in each
rate. Thus, the range of population trajectories produced by the
simulation includes the uncertainty in parameter estimates, the
annual environmental variation, and the inherent demographic
stochasticity of demographic events (Lacy et al., in preparation).

We started the population projection with 91 dolphins, the
population size estimated in 1985 (Wells and Scott, 1990). No
upper limit (carrying capacity) was placed on the population;
thus, the total population sizes generated by the model include
any excess production that might lead to a net outflow of animals
to surrounding areas.

We projected the population first from 1985 to 2020 and
then for 50 years subsequently, with 10,000 iterations of the
simulation for each scenario. The model generated a mean
predicted population size of 156 in 2020. This compares to the
observed population growth from N = 91 in 1985 to N = 160
as of January 1, 2020, validating that the initial model represents
well the population demography.

The impact of interventions was assessed by removing from
the modeled population those dolphins that would have died,
but were rescued by an intervention. This assumes dolphins
would have died without intervention, which could overestimate
the impact of interventions conducted for non-life-threatening
injuries. Only dolphins that survived more than 1 year after the
intervention were considered to have been rescued. Of those that
did survive more than 1 year, their survival rates were comparable
to dolphins that never required intervention.

The predicted population trajectory if interventions had not
occurred was modeled in two stages. First, dolphins of specified
ages and sexes were removed from the simulated population
in the years at which dolphins in the Sarasota population were
rescued by successful interventions since 1985. This allowed
for precise estimation of the impact to date of these specific
interventions. Next, the simulation was continued for another
50 years, while modeling the effect of continued interventions
at the same mean rate of successful interventions as occurred
from 2003 through 2019. Over that time span, intervention was
successful for a mean of 0.625 dolphins/year in a population
of average size N = 147, equivalent to a 0.425% probability
of a successful intervention for any given dolphin each year.
In calculating this mean rate of intervention, we omitted the
early years with the first three interventions (in 1985, 1992, and
1996) – before interventions became more frequent starting in
2003. In the model of no interventions, therefore, each dolphin
(subsequent to 2020) was given a 0.425% probability of being
removed from the population, to account for the losses that
would be predicted to occur if interventions were stopped.

Projection of population-level consequences of interventions
depends on both the survival of rescued dolphins and their
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further contribution to population growth through reproduction.
In the model with interventions, the survival rates estimated
for the population overall were applied to successfully rescued
dolphins as well. Several dolphins that were rescued by an
intervention have subsequently produced offspring, and there is
no indication that they have lower fecundity than other dolphins.
Therefore, we assumed that interventions, when they succeed in
keeping the dolphin alive for at least 1 year, have no negative effect
on subsequent reproductive capability. Conversely, removal from
the population of dolphins that could otherwise have been
rescued results in the immediate loss of those dolphins and also
the loss of their potential offspring and later descendants.

The Vortex input file (DolphinInterventions.xml) used to
generate the population-level consequences of deaths averted by
interventions is available in the zenodo.org repository at http:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4081894.

RESULTS

Case Summary
Twenty-seven intervention cases met the criteria for inclusion
(Table 1). These individuals represented all age-sex classes, but
were skewed toward dependent calves (n = 14) and juveniles
(n = 5), which together accounted for 70.4% of cases. All
individuals were injured due to entanglements, primarily from
monofilament or other fishing line (n = 20), with fewer animals
entangled in crab trap float lines (n = 3), nets (n = 1), or other
types of debris (n= 3). Minimum duration of injury (measured as
number of days between the initial observation and intervention)
varied widely, from less than a week (n = 8) to more than
9 months, averaging 41.1± 62 days (range 0–288 days).

Outcomes also varied, with 25 of the 27 (92.6%) surviving
more than 6 weeks post-intervention and thus being considered
preliminary successes, and 20 (74.1%) individuals surviving more
than 1 year post-rescue. Likelihood of surviving more than 1 year
post-rescue improved somewhat with age at intervention, with
64.3% of dependent calves, 80% of juveniles, and 85.7% of adults
reaching this longer-term benchmark.

Two individuals were not observed post-rescue, and both
were dependent calves less than 1 year old at the time of
injury. Animals this young are not normally the subjects of
capture-release operations due to the inherent risks involved,
but for the serious entanglements in these cases the risks of
capture-release were deemed acceptable to deal with their life
threatening injuries. In total, four young calves (<1 year old) had
interventions, two of which survived for >5 years post-rescue
(50% success rate). For the two unsuccessful young calf cases,
one died during capture-release rescue operations after remote
disentanglement efforts had failed (CMA1923), and the other was
in extremely poor condition by the time remote disentanglement
tools were able to facilitate gear removal alongside a boat after
multiple unsuccessful previous rescue attempts had been made
over a 3 month period (C797). In this second case, remote
disentanglement efforts were not able to remove fishing line
during initial attempts while the animal was free-swimming
alongside its mother, and during capture-release rescue attempts

on two occasions, the dolphins were not in locations or group
sizes allowing for safe net deployments.

As of August 2020, 13 individuals were still alive, 10
have been confirmed or are presumed dead due to a sudden
cessation of previously consistent observations (four of which
died or went missing within 6 months of intervention), and
four have unknown fates, primarily because their ranges were
centered on portions of the overall study area without regular
observation coverage.

Survival
In the two cases described above, young calves died during
or shortly after rescue operations, indicating that long-term
survival is not a guaranteed outcome of intervention action.
For the remaining 25 cases where individuals were observed
post-rescue (including animals disentangled as recently as April
2019 – see Table 1), the mean minimum survival period was
5.4 ± 7.2 years post-intervention, ranging from 3 months to
35 years. All individuals who were observed post-rescue reached
the short-term survival benchmark of 6 weeks, and 80% survived
for more than 1 year post-rescue. Minimum survival duration did
not differ based on sex, age class, intervention type or duration of
injury (all p > 0.05).

Multiyear survival rates calculated for cases where rescues
took place more than 2, 5, and 10 years ago indicated that most
of the animals that reached the 1-year benchmark survived well
beyond it. Sixteen of twenty (76.2%) cases survived more than
2 years post-rescue, dropping only slightly to 73.3% (11 of 15)
surviving more than 5 years post-rescue. Only a handful of cases
from Sarasota Bay had known fates more than 10 years post-
rescue, with 50% (3 of 6) meeting this longest-term survival
benchmark, although one animal that died during 5–10 years
post-rescue was an older adult male unlikely to have survived
longer (FB28: 42 years old at time of rescue).

Ranging
Nearly all individuals remained within the general resident
dolphin community range from which they were originally
rescued (Figure 2). Average distance between an individual’s
rescue location and their most recent observation was
9.68 ± 11.98 km (range 1–54 km; median 5; IQR 2–12.25 km;
N = 25). How far away individuals were later observed from
their rescue site did not differ based on sex [t(19) = −0.227,
p = 0.823, males: 8.18 ± 6.19 km, females: 9.00 ± 10.07 km) or
time span since rescue (Pearson correlation coefficient R= 0.309,
p= 0.133, N = 25; Spearman correlation coefficient rho= 0.128,
p = 0.539, N = 25). The two individuals who ranged farthest
from their original rescue locations (54 and 35 km) were a
male with the shortest (3 months) and female with the longest
(35 years) post-rescue observation durations, respectively.
In three cases, individuals had moved between communities
prior to rescue, either while injured (F201, F301) or prior to
injury (Cockatoo), but these individuals then appear to have
remained in the locations where they were rescued (i.e., no
confirmed observations or carcass recoveries elsewhere in the
region post-rescue).
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TABLE 1 | Intervention case list.

Animal/case ID Age Sex Injury type Injury date Rescue type Rescue date Last observed Fate

Sarasota Bay

FB11/NA C F Net2,4 June 27, 1985 C/R June 27, 1985 August 7, 2020 Alive

FB03/NA J F Line1 June 4, 1996 Remote June 6, 1996 June 25, 2003 Dead

F248/MML0620 J M Debris2 June 29, 2006 C/R August 3, 2006 August 12, 2020 Alive

F201/MML0701 C F Line1,4 December 12, 2006 Rehab January 30, 2007 May 1, 2007 Dead

FB28/NA A M Line2,4 June 22, 2007 Remote July 6, 2007 July 9, 2015 Dead

F221/MML1002 C1 F Debris2 February 19, 2010 C/R March 1, 2010 August 7, 2020 Alive

1351/NA C Unknown Line1 June 10, 2011 Remote June 10, 2011 September 14, 2011 Dead

C797/MML1108 C1 M Line2,3 March 18, 2011 Remote* June 17, 2011 June 17, 2011 Dead

F113/MML1212 A F Line1 May 23, 2012 C/R July 20, 2012 August 10, 2020 Alive

F286/NA C M Line1 October 16, 2014 Remote October 16, 2014 August 10, 2020 Alive

F262/MML1601 J M Trap1,4 February 29, 2016 Remote March 1, 2016 August 4, 2020 Alive

F316/MML1903 C M Line1,4 March 21, 2019 C/R April 1, 2019 August 13, 2020 Alive

Pinellas County

Vidalia/MML1112 C1 M Line2,3 July 2, 2011 C/R November 15, 2011 May 7, 2017 Dead

Parcel/CMA1517 C F Debris2 October 5, 2015 C/R* October 15, 2015 March 12, 2020 Alive

Lenny/CMA1804 A M Line1 February 16, 2018 C/R February 22, 2018 October 12, 2019 Dead

NA/CMA1923 C1 F Line1 September 30, 2019 C/R* October 23, 2019 October 23, 2019 Dead

Naples

Cockatoo/FMMSN1006 A Unknown Line2,4 June 2, 2010 Remote June 17, 2010 November 24, 2018 Alive

Seymour/FMMSN1204 J M Line1,4 November 26, 2011 C/R March 9, 2012 September 8, 2012 Dead

NA/FMMSN1319 C M Line1,4 August 15, 2013 C/R November 18, 2013 February 28, 2014 Unknown

Skipper/FMMSN1453 C F Line1 August 8, 2014 C/R* September 4, 2014 March 11, 2020 Alive

Charlotte Harbor

F300/MML9219 A M Trap1,4 June 24, 1992 Rehab June 24, 1992 December 2, 1994 Unknown

Placida/MML0335 C F Line1,4 November 5, 2003 C/R November 14, 2003 September 22, 2007 Unknown

F301/MML0403 J F Line2,4 May 25, 2003 Rehab March 9, 2004 September 16, 2006 Unknown

NA/FMMSN1212 A M Line2,4 June 7, 2012 Remote July 6, 2012 November 17, 2012 Dead

NA/FMMSN17108 Unknown Unknown Line1,4 March 26, 2017 Remote June 9, 2017 February 11, 2020 Alive

NA/FMMSN1914 A Unknown Trap1,4 February 10, 2019 Remote February 10, 2019 March 4, 2020 Alive

F314/FMMSN1918 C M Line1,3 February 17, 2019 C/R March 11, 2019 May 31, 2020 Alive

Summary information on bottlenose dolphin pre-stranding intervention cases to mitigate entanglement injuries in southwest Florida during 1985–2019.
Age classes: calf (C), juvenile (J), adult (A); C1 indicates calves less than 1 year old at time of injury. Injury type (superscript numbers): 1Fluke involvement or fluke insertion
wrapped with trailing line; 2multiple appendages wrapped/multiple entanglements/body constriction; 3mouth or jaw involvement with potential gear ingestion; 4additional
associated injuries or complications (e.g., embedded line/muscle injuries, movement restricted/anchored in place, severe lacerations, entanglements associated with
shark bites, propeller wounds, lacaziosis lesions, or signs of infection). Rescue type C/R, capture-release onsite; Fate, long-term outcome as of August 2020. Dead, later
death or disappearance unrelated to original injury and intervention.
*Indicates multiple rescue types attempted.

Abnormal Behavior
Our ability to track specific behaviors exhibited by individuals
outside of the core areas for photo-identification or directed
follow-up monitoring was somewhat limited. However, abnormal
behaviors were observed in several cases, including evidence of a
reliance on human provisioning in one case and potential chronic
fishing interactions in six other cases. Abnormal behaviors were
first observed before injury in only one case, during injury in
four cases (14.8% of total intervention cases) and post-rescue or
rehabilitation in nine cases (33.3%), but only two of these began
shortly after intervention while the others were first observed
occasionally engaging in unnatural foraging behaviors years later.
Unnatural foraging behaviors were observed at some point by
each of the three individuals who spent periods of time in
rehabilitation, with one individual (F300) later being observed

repeatedly being provisioned and lingering near a commercial
fish processing dock.

Reproduction
Four females in Sarasota Bay either were adults at time of injury
or reached reproductive age post-intervention. Together, they
have produced 12 post-rescue calves so far. FB11, the earliest
intervention case in the group, was rescued as a young calf in
1985 and has subsequently produced five calves (all of which
have survived), with three grandcalves born to her daughter
as well. FB03, rescued as a juvenile, gave birth to her first
calf 3 years later, but she then went missing shortly after that
calf reached independence. F113, rescued as an adult, was the
only female known to be sexually mature at the time of rescue
and was caring for her third calf at the time of injury. That
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FIGURE 2 | Map of rescue locations versus most recent sighting location for intervention cases observed post-rescue. Nearly all individuals remained within the
dolphin community from which they were rescued.

calf survived, and she produced four subsequent calves post-
intervention. Finally, F221, rescued as a calf in 2010, had her
own second calf in 2020. Outside of Sarasota Bay, one animal
rescued in 2019 was observed in 2020 with a likely post-rescue
calf in Charlotte Harbor (FMMSN1914). While sample sizes are
too small for robust comparison of age-specific reproductive rates
of intervention animals to the population at large, there is no
indication that these individuals have reduced fecundity, and all
rescued females that have reached sexual maturity have been able
to reproduce successfully post-intervention.

Social Behavior: Group Size, Number of
Associates, and Social Network Metrics
Social behavior was only analyzed for cases within the well-
studied Sarasota Bay dolphin community. A repeated measures
ANOVA showed that group size differed by time period
[F(2,21)= 9.04, p= 0.001]. However, a post hoc Tukey’s multiple
comparison test revealed that there were no differences in group
size from the year prior to injury (mean = 5.80 ± 3.10) versus
the year post-intervention (mean = 4.87 ± 2.47; p = 0.478).
Instead, the difference in group size by time was driven entirely by
individuals being observed in significantly smaller groups during

injury than either the time period before or after (Figure 3;
mean = 2.62 ± 1.53; before versus during p = 0.001, during
versus after p = 0.024). Similarly, number of associates also did
not differ between the year prior to injury versus post-rescue
(median + IQR: Pre = 40.5 + 40.25; Post = 31.0 + 37; paired
Wilcoxon signed rank test T(10) = −7.00, p = 0.281, median
difference between periods=−1.0).

Social network analyses revealed no significant differences in
any network metrics (strength, eigenvector centrality, clustering
coefficient, or number of triangles), when assessed for the
full unfiltered community networks or for networks based on
stronger connections filtered to twice the average association
strength across the community (Tables 2A,B). However, when
networks were filtered to include only the strongest associates
(2× average non-zero HWI), injured animals were found to have
reduced strength, eigenvector centrality, and number of triangles
post-intervention, indicating some loss in social connectivity that
was not fully rectified even 2 years post-injury.

Population Benefits
Figure 4 shows the mean population trajectory from Vortex
models with interventions (projecting from the demographic
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FIGURE 3 | Group size. Average group size for Sarasota Bay cases before injury, during injury, and post-rescue (n = 12). Group size while injured was significantly
smaller than either the year before injury or after intervention, which did not differ from each other.

rates that have been observed from 1993 to 2020) versus without
interventions (i.e., removing the dolphins that had, or are
predicted to have in the future, successful interventions). Mean
population sizes and population growth rates for 1985–2020
(the recent years over which interventions occurred) as well
as projected 50 years into the future indicated larger final
population sizes and faster growth rates with interventions as
compared to scenarios that removed rescued dolphins from the
population (Table 3). There was large range of trajectories and
overlap between the models with and without interventions
(Figure 4), due to the multiple sources of stochasticity and
uncertainty. The trajectory of any one simulated population
or any one actual population is highly uncertain. Parameter
error and environmental variation, the primary sources of
uncertainty in the population trajectory (see Lacy et al., in
preparation), would impact the population equally whether
interventions occurred or not. For example, if mean survival or
breeding rates were underestimated, the population trajectory
would be represented by the more optimistic iterations for
both the model with intervention and the model without
intervention. Therefore, assessment of the population-level
benefit of intervention requires comparing mean trajectories for
the two models, rather than comparing high trajectories for one
against low trajectories for the other.

Many of the final projected population sizes in 2070 are likely
unrealistically high for the habitat in Sarasota because no carrying
capacity was imposed in the model (see Lacy et al., in preparation
for Sarasota Bay projections with appropriate constraints and

sources of population regulation). The long-term projections,
therefore, reflect the total potential future descendants of the
population, some of which might have emigrated from the area.

Overall, the 2020 population is predicted to have about 16
more dolphins as a result of the interventions (the animals saved
and their subsequent reproduction). A similar conclusion could
be reached by tallying the number of rescued dolphins that are
still alive, plus their living descendants, but the population model
provides a means to project the effect of ongoing interventions
on the future potential population growth. If intervention at the
same rate continues into the future, the benefit to the population
is compounded, resulting in an estimated 40% more dolphins
50 years in the future. For Sarasota Bay dolphins, the difference in
population growth with versus without the intervention did not
make a difference between a growing versus declining population,
but did result in faster population growth, demonstrating
that interventions enhance the demographic potential of the
population. This benefit arises from even a relatively small
number of interventions, even through preventing the death of
fewer than one dolphin per year.

DISCUSSION

Our retrospective analysis of outcomes from well-documented
bottlenose dolphin intervention cases over a 35-year period
demonstrates the potential for achieving long-term success at
the primary goal of wildlife rescues – helping animals remain
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TABLE 2A | Social network analysis results.

Pre-injury Post-injury Two years post-injury

Injured Control Injured Control Injured Control

M IQR M IQR M IQR M IQR M IQR M IQR

No HWI filter

Strength 4.075 1.233 5.225 2.070 3.230 5.400 4.730 2.160

Eigenvector centrality 0.005 0.085 0.020 0.088 0.010 0.070 0.040 0.050

Clustering coefficient 0.130 0.135 0.105 0.038 0.100 0.080 0.090 0.050

Number of triangles 394.0 425.0 690.0 428.8 550.0 998.0 798.0 798.0

HWI > 0.06

Strength 5.235 1.655 5.940 1.722 4.117 4.606 5.334 2.571

Eigenvector centrality 0.265 0.391 0.459 0.378 0.228 0.393 0.381 0.322

Clustering coefficient 0.656 0.254 0.521 0.166 0.571 0.362 0.464 0.148

Number of triangles 130 113.8 187.5 137.5 90.00 284.0 126.0 169.0

HWI > 0.14

Strength 3.812 3.507 3.821 1.327 2.634 2.966 3.933 1.928 3.590 2.049 3.479 1.472

Eigenvector centrality 0.038 0.548 0.063 0.301 0.015 0.278 0.092 0.214 0.009 0.029 0.010 0.146

Clustering coefficient 0.429 0.281 0.437 0.316 0.333 0.643 0.400 0.500 0.230 0.578 0.414 0.542

Number of triangles 9.000 90.00 9.000 21.75 2.000 26.00 10.00 29.00 9.000 12.00 5.500 17.75

Summary of central tendencies for injured and control animals. All values reported are raw. M is the median value. Two years post-injury values were only evaluated for
network metrics that exhibited differences between injured and control animals in the year following injury (Table 2B).

TABLE 2B | Social network analysis results.

No HWI filter HWI filter 0.06

df T p M IQR df T p M IQR

Strength I 10 −11.00 0.183 −0.870 3.600 10 −17.00 0.074 −0.902 2.267

Strength C 10 −10.00 0.2065 −0.650 2.480 10 −14.00 0.1201 −0.978 2.282

Eigenvector centrality I 10 8.000 0.6016 0.000 0.114 10 −9.000 0.232 −0.050 0.290

Eigenvector centrality C 10 6.000 0.6445 0.000 0.060 10 −9.000 0.232 −0.077 0.407

Clustering coefficient I 10 −11.00 0.1719 −0.020 0.090 10 −9.000 0.232 −0.050 0.296

Clustering coefficient C 10 −5.500 0.3418 −0.015 0.070 10 0.000 0.500 −0.058 0.271

Triangles I 10 −2.000 0.4492 −102.0 1011 10 −12.00 0.160 −46.00 152.0

Triangles C 10 −3.000 0.4155 199.0 962.0 10 −16.00 0.087 −29.00 189.0

HWI filter 0.14 HWI filter 0.14 2 years post-injury

df T p M IQR df T p M IQR

Strength I 10 −26.00 0.009 −0.902 1.990 7 −18.00 0.004 −0.545 1.193

Strength C 10 −24.50 0.047 −0.454 3.176 7 −11.00 0.074 −0.354 4.173

Eigenvector centrality I 10 −25.00 0.012 −0.022 0.269 7 −17.00 0.008 −0.023 0.224

Eigenvector centrality C 10 −5.500 0.368 −0.005 0.301 7 −18.00 0.004 −0.021 0.241

Clustering coefficient I 10 −17.50 0.065 −0.095 0.445 7 −11.00 0.074 −0.174 0.345

Clustering coefficient C 10 −11.50 0.220 −0.142 0.492 7 −2.000 0.406 −0.089 0.673

Triangles I 10 −23.50 0.016 −7.000 19.00 7 −9.500 0.113 −5.000 8.000

Triangles C 10 −16.50 0.135 −5.000 30.00 7 −0.000 0.188 −1.000 38.00

Paired one sample Wilcoxon signed rank test evaluating changes in network metrics for injured (I) and control animals (C) 1 year before and 1 year after injury. Comparisons
between additional years at HWI Filter 0.14 are noted. M is median difference between time periods. Bolded values indicate statistically significant differences.

in or return to wild populations to survive and reproduce.
Approximately 75% of rescued dolphins survived over multiple
years, all living animals remained in their local communities,
and all sexually mature females have successfully reproduced
in those communities. Together these findings strongly support

the idea that interventions to save animals with life-threatening
anthropogenic injuries provide benefits not only to the welfare of
those individuals, but also to the stability and growth potential
of their local populations. Social network and demographic
modeling focused on cases from within the natural laboratory in
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FIGURE 4 | Population projections. Mean population trajectory for Sarasota Bay from the Vortex population model with interventions (black line) versus without
interventions (gray line). Dotted lines show the mean trajectories +1 SD and –1 SD.

TABLE 3 | Population projections.

1985–2020 2020–2070

Final N SE (N) SD (N) Final N SE (N) SD (N) r

Baseline model – with intervention 156.2 0.6 55.2 421.7 3.7 369.2 0.0145

Removal of rescued dolphins – without intervention 140.5 0.5 52.8 301.1 2.6 258.1 0.0104

Mean final population size, standard error of the mean based on 10,000 iterations, standard deviation of final N across iterations, and mean exponential population growth
for population projections up to 2020 and for 50 years beyond.

Sarasota Bay confirmed that rescued animals maintain most of
their social connections and that the survival of these individuals
supports greater population sizes and growth rates than would
have occurred without interventions taking place. While the
apparent success of bottlenose dolphin intervention efforts in
southwest Florida may not directly translate to other species or
populations facing a different suite of threats, it does provide
strong evidence that rescuing individuals can provide measurable
population benefits, even when conducted at a low rate relative
to overall population size (on average less than one individual
rescued per year).

We recognize that southwest Florida may not be directly
comparable to other sites in terms of rescue logistics or capacity to
conduct interventions, so the types of early interventions (prior
to stranding) that were our focus simply may not be possible
everywhere without enhanced and/or sustained support. Within
southwest Florida, we are fortunate to have a large, well-trained,
multi-agency team capable of identifying and responding to free-
swimming animals with human-related injuries. For example, we
work closely with some of the same team members responsible
for the successful Florida manatee rescue and rehabilitation
program described in Adimey et al. (2016). We also have decades

of experience safely conducting collaborative capture-release
health assessments on resident dolphins in Sarasota Bay (Wells,
2009; Barratclough et al., 2019), so the necessary equipment and
expertise are readily available to respond when entanglements
are reported. In addition, many of these rescued animals were
long-term resident dolphins that spend substantial amounts of
time in shallow, inshore waters, which allowed for relatively
easy case monitoring, facilitating sometimes multiple remote
disentanglement attempts or capture-release rescue operations
per individual, which increased our likelihood of success (Wells
et al., 1998, 2008, 2013). Indeed, we chose this region to evaluate
long-term intervention outcomes for precisely these reasons as it
provided a unique opportunity to assess the fates of well-known
individuals after many years in an area with extremely good
photo-identification and stranding network coverage.

Developing this regional capacity has taken decades of
financial support and dedicated training to increase our ability
to respond to and treat injured animals and then conduct robust
follow-up monitoring of cases to assess outcomes. Thus, while we
would certainly recommend that managers consider developing
similar capacity to conduct rescues of dolphins in life-threatening
situations prior to stranding in other areas, we recognize that
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it is a time- and resource-intensive endeavor. Despite the
logistical complications, for live animals facing life-threatening
human-related injuries, these efforts would likely be warranted,
particularly within small threatened or endangered populations
where the survival of every individual is critical. These early
disentanglement operations have perhaps the best chance of
succeeding, as compared to attempting rehabilitation of already
stranded animals whose condition is likely less recoverable. In
addition, taking advantage of opportunities to save individuals
that might otherwise be lost from the community, when feasible,
could also help to partially offset population level impacts of other
human activities that are not possible to directly mitigate (such as
impacts from pollution or habitat destruction).

Where direct follow-up observations on individuals post-
release are unlikely, we strongly recommend satellite-linked
tracking of released animals, which provides short to medium-
term information on survival, movements, and behavior allowing
for likely outcomes to be identified, and facilitating further
interventions if warranted. Although tagging and tracking can be
another added expense to already tight budgets, the information
gained is invaluable at helping to understand whether, and which,
interventions are successful to help prioritize when to take future
action to maximize the benefits to vulnerable populations.

One potential concern is the frequency of abnormal behaviors
observed by injured animals. Within our case list, individuals
who spent periods of time in rehabilitation were particularly
likely to exhibit abnormal behavior, including some reliance
on human provisioning, similar to rehabilitation-associated
problems others have highlighted in the past (e.g., Moore et al.,
2007; Wells et al., 2013). However, a few other animals that
never spent time in human care also showed some evidence of
repeated interactions with fisheries, either getting re-entangled
or being observed foraging in close proximity to anglers.
Future analyses should assess rates of abnormal behavior among
entangled dolphins that received intervention, those that did not
receive intervention, and non-entangled dolphins to determine
whether those requiring intervention engage in risky human-
related foraging behaviors at greater rates. If so, they could
be more likely to become re-injured or to pass abnormal
behaviors on to their close associates. Previous studies have
confirmed the role of social learning in the adoption and
spread of unnatural foraging behaviors, including patrolling,
scavenging, or depredating from fishing gear, within resident
dolphin communities (e.g., Donaldson et al., 2012; Christiansen
et al., 2016; Wells, 2019). Individuals exhibiting such behaviors
also face a higher likelihood of suffering anthropogenic injuries
over their lifetimes (Christiansen et al., 2016). Thus, for extreme
cases where injured animals are fully habituated to seeking
human sources of food, there may be the potential to do more
harm than good by returning them into local communities
where they could influence the behavior of others in ways
that might increase future risk of injury. Fortunately, within
the cases we evaluated, we found no evidence of intervention
animals clearly becoming sources of abnormal behavior. In
particular, none of the reproductive females in Sarasota Bay have
been documented passing human-related foraging behaviors on
to their calves.

Another concern is the disproportionate impact of these
injuries on young animals that also appear less likely to survive
over multiple years post-rescue. Wells and Scott (1994) first
noted the disproportionately high number of subadult dolphins
involved in entanglement in Sarasota Bay, and this study
confirmed these earlier findings within a larger timeframe and
geographic area. In particular, calves less than 1 year old
appear especially vulnerable to succumbing to injury. Only 50%
survived post-intervention, highlighting the heightened risk to
these individuals. One calf that did not survive post-rescue had
become extremely emaciated after 3 months of unsuccessful
rescue attempts of various kinds. Thus, prolonged serious injuries
to dependent calves may interfere with maternal care, including
nursing and development of foraging behavior, making early
intervention especially important for these cases. Fortunately,
when young calves are able to be successfully rescued, the benefits
compound over time. Two individuals rescued at 1 year old
or less are among those now successfully reproducing in the
Sarasota Bay community, so the potential benefits of rescuing
these animals are high given their lifetime reproductive potential.

One final issue requiring further exploration is to what
extent injured animals truly re-integrate into their local social
community. While overall gregariousness and social connectivity
appear unaffected, social network analyses revealed potential
lingering impacts to injured animals’ closest social associations,
consistent with what was found for a broader group of individuals
suffering from anthropogenic injuries in Sarasota Bay (Greenfield
et al., 2020). Whether or not the subtle observed changes in
strength of close associations and network centrality within
these animals’ social “neighborhoods” are biologically meaningful
remains to be seen, and their underlying mechanisms are not
well understood. However, enough rescued females have reached
sexual maturity to give us confidence that they remain sufficiently
socially integrated to facilitate successful reproduction within
their local communities. However, future analyses should assess
maturing male social relationships to confirm that they develop
and maintain strong alliances as would be expected. As of August
2020, there are only two cases in Sarasota Bay where males
rescued as juveniles have continued to regularly be observed after
reaching sexual maturity – one (F248) is now 22 years old and has
formed a strong alliance with another resident male of similar
age, while the other (F262) is now 14 years old but has not
yet formed a stable alliance. So, while indications are that these
types of injuries and interventions do not significantly impede
male social behavior over the long term, our evidence is at this
point anecdotal.

A major takeaway of this assessment is that even the low
frequency of successful interventions observed in Sarasota Bay
has the potential to contribute to population stability over long
time periods. While the assumption that all rescued individuals
would have died without interventions could overestimate
effectiveness if used in situations where injuries were non-life-
threatening, demographic modeling from Sarasota Bay indicated
substantially higher population growth rates and final population
sizes for scenarios incorporating interventions. Future work
with larger sample sizes could estimate and compare age-
specific survival and reproductive rates of entangled individuals
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that received intervention, did not receive intervention, and
were not entangled to further develop the use of demographic
models to assess the effectiveness of interventions over the
long-term. Similar modeling approaches could also be used
to estimate the cumulative benefit to a dolphin population –
in terms of population growth rate, consequent population
size, or number of dolphin-years gained – from any planned
program of intervention. Thus these methods could be used
to assess the likelihood of conservation benefits of successful
interventions in other local populations, either as a mechanism
to mitigate human impacts or weighed against other potential
conservation actions.

Importantly, not all interventions are ultimately successful,
so development of proactive strategies to reduce and prevent
injuries from occurring must also be front and center in any
mitigation strategies. Even rescues that appear to be short-
term successes can result in unexpected failure years later if
animals face lingering impacts from their injuries (e.g., Marks
et al., 2020). While only two of our cases were apparent failures
prior to this analysis, an additional five individuals failed to
survive a full year post-intervention bringing the overall long-
term survival success rate to 74%. Thus, while these long-
term survivors provide clear evidence that interventions can
successfully save individuals and support local populations, we
recommend comprehensive management strategies which focus
first and foremost on reducing the need for interventions in the
first place. Overall, interventions are a beneficial tool allowing
individuals that otherwise would be lost to remain viable and
productive members of local populations when prevention of
anthropogenic injury is not possible. However, rescuing animals
with human-related injuries should be a useful last-resort option
within a more comprehensive suite of conservation actions
focused on preventing situations that may lead to a need
for intervention.
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